Finite difference equations axe derived for the time-dependent Boltz.Tiann equation in (p,z) geometry. Generalized weighted-diamond difference equations are used to provide recursive solution of the difference equations. A formulation is given for a first collision source due to an energy-distributed point source on the axis of a system with material properties nonuniform in the z direction. The TRANZIT program to solve the difference equations and (optionally) evaluate the uncollided flux is described. Input and JSage instructions for the program are given. Cr»npari-sons of calculations with Monte Carlo results are made and used to illustrate typical problem output.
INTRODUCTION
In this report we describe the theory and use of a program designed to solve the tnultigroup, discrete ordir.ates approximation to the time-dependent Boltzma-.irx equation in finite (p,z) cylindrical geometry. Features of the program include:
1.
Weighted-diamond difference approximation in all five variables.
2.
A first collision source option that evaluates the analytic uncollided flux due to a point source on the cylinder axis in a medium which may have z-dependent cross sections, and uses this flux to compute a first collision source.
3.
Coarse-mesh rebalancing acceleration of the within-group iterations required by the implicit time differencing algorithm.
k.
Wholesale use of extended core storage to permit the storage of the entire angular flux array at each time step.
5.
Poinfrn.se (fine-mesh) z-dependence of cross sections.
6.
A variety of boundary conditions including albedos and specification of the incoming; angular flux at the right, top, or bottom of the cylinder.
7.
Restart, dump, and periodic balance-edit options.
No provision is made in the program for including a fission source, but a time-dependent, inhomogeneous, distributed, source that is separable in space-time may be used.
In ths first sections below we give the finite difference equations used in the program. In subsequent sections we describe the program and the preparation of input. Our notation is as consistent as possible vith that used in the THDTRAN manual.' 1 
'
In a final section we display a comparison of results for a test problem with data computed by a Monte Carlo program.
II. DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS
A.
Analogic Transport Equation
The time-depiniJent Boltzmann equation can be written (1) in which 6 is the particle flux (density times 
We »dso use an angle of revolution^ cp, about the local e axis so that 
These coordinates are shown in Fig. 1 . In this geometry we use the divergence operator 
Because $ is an even function of o, we can make the expansion ISCT n»0
by using the spherical harmonica addition theorem. v The functions H are defined by (0) and are orthogonal: 
Here we have lui^pedl all sources of (13) under the leading S, At = t A -t j. V is a volume element, and A ajid B are area elements. These are given by (16) We can think of the subscripted fluxes either as evaluated at the noncentered subscript and averaged over the remaining variables or simply as e' aluations of A at particular points. For example, we can define ijms to be 4(p ,z ,Q ,t ). 
The angle o is defined by 
Like TWOTRAN, TRANZD? is organized so that only one quadrant of directions is uued at any one time.
The proper signs of u and r\ are assigned by using four functions:
Using the definition of (18), the source in (13) for group g is written
C.
Solution of the Difference Equations
Using the convention that centered subscripts (i, j, m, s, g) are omitted except to indicate sums or to clarify equations, we can write our difference equations as vAt (22) == S.
Here, we have indicated that B is independent of j.
The equation contains nine different fluxes; one of these (t_ i) is given by the initial condition (only ti = 0 is alloyed) or computation at previous times; three: others can be gotten from boundary conditions c computations in adjoining phase space ceZJs.
The following boundary conditions ore allowed in None of these conditions is chejiged with time. CtHy specular reflection is allowed on the left (0 = 0) boundary, i.e., at the center of the cylinder.
Four additional relations are used with (22) to determine the five remaining unknown fluxes. We use the weighted diamond relations In TRANSIT, (23) is used to eliminate unknowns from (22) to obtain a formula for i:, then, given t, (23) is used to extrapolate the unicnown fluxes. Unless d = 1, the resulting scheme is implicit in time. Experience has shown that it is stable; however, the truncation error in any variable is first order unless the weights of (2U) are equal to %.
Then, the truncation error is second order.
The above system of equations has proved to be veiy reliable: it provides a. solution for extreme variations of size of the parameters vAt, o^Ao, and <J t Az. However, it is computationally expensive and the accuracy of the scheme depends on the flux variation itself. It also has the property of any positive scheme that some particles appear at locations not physically possible. For example, some small number of particles will escape from a system before the minimum flight time from source to boundary.
D. Convergence Acceleration
Because the scattering source in S in (22) 
Cn the right side of (27) we split the isotropic portion of 3 into a within-group scattering There are several difficulties associated with the evaluation of the analytic expression for the uncollided flux due to a point source at t = 0.
While the analytic expression can be written neatly in spherical coordinates, we must eiraluate it for a set of discrete time and cylindrical geometry mesh boxes. We must also perform particle balance tallies, not only for user information but also to insure that our approximate evaluation of the analytic expression is properly normalized. Because these tallies involve comput;ng quantities li!-e the number of particles leaking from a cylinder as a spherical wave front moves from its position at t to its position at t + At, we must evaluate several different analytic expressions. Finally, we want to allow cross sections to vary with position which complicates the simple analytic exprejision for the uncollided flux.
In our expressions below we use both spherical coordinates (r,u , ) and cylindrical coordinates 
Vacuum boundary conditions must be used with the uncollided flux option.
The solution (31) satisfies the equation We wish not only to evaluate the average value of uc •'' in At, in a cell, in R direction approximating u = 1, but also to evaluate the volume time sph ' average of (3^) to normalize our approximation to ,,.uc 
-zf
The double integral of (38) 
«V' W^}
Here, as els., where, there is no contribution to the integral if the lower limit of integration is equal to or larger than the upper limit. Suppose t and tg are very large. Then, the first expression of (58) becomes z.< z < z^ but z, can be larger than z . In this situation the wave front has left the system and there is no right leakage.
By similar manipulations, we find the expressions for the Top Leakage (TL) and Bottom Leakage (BL): In terms of the integrals defined above, the volume-time average of (3^) can be written
where s = 1, 2, ..., is the time step number. To at each time step.
In the sections below, we describe the subroutines, convergence tests, and data storage procedures of TRAMZIT.
A. Subroutines
The names of the major TRANZIT subroutines and a brief description of their functions are given in Table I . Similar information is given for service subroutines in Table II and system subroutines in Table III . 
B. Convergence Tests
For iteration in INNER, we require the maximum relative pointwise change in the scalar flax from one iteration to the next to be less than EPSI, an input precision. In REBAL, the iterative process used for computation of rebalance factors is required to converge so that the maximum relative change in any factor is less than EPSI. In the upscattering iterative process, outer iterations are continued until the maximum derivation from one of any rebalance factors is less than EPSI.
C. Data Storage
As in many of our transport programs, we compactly store all arrays in a single blank common vector, A. First word addresses of these arrays, input control numbers, and coranonly used numbers are stored in a blank common array named IA. A table of contents of this array is given in Table  IV . Similar information is given in Table V for named common blocks. Logical unit assignment is given in Table VI. 
D. Flux Dumps and Problem Restart
Two types of flux dumps are taken. Both types have the same form. A periodic dump is taken every fifteen minutes to back up the calculation. A time limit dump is taken after a user-specified period of time. Each of these dumps is written alternately on unit 5 or 7 depending on which is free; a message is written to inform the user which unit contains the latest dump.
1. Restart Procedures. Problem execution can be continued using restart dumps. The restart deck is composed of the problem input cards through the floating point parameter section. Certain input parameters can be changed at the time of problem restart by changing their values in the parameter input. The integers that cay be changed are IPLOT (plot fluxes on film), IPF (print fluxes) and IPBT (print coarse-mesh balance tables). The floating point input parameter that may be changed is TIMLIM (time limit dump). The restart dump tape must be assigned to the initial unit number of NDMP1.
2. Restart Tape Composition. The restart tape must contain data from main core, from ECS core storage, fron the old angular flux file and from the new angular flux file. With the exception of the "vital parameter restart information" record and the "ECS core storage" records, the first word of a record on the restart tape contains the count of the actual data in the record.
The "vital parameter restart record" consists of three words which contain the number of groups (IGM), the number of angular flux records per group (l»*JTl and the current group number (G).
The "ECS core storage" records contain three additional words besides actual data. These first ?. FWEMT Iftfl3NT(l';) used by subroutine LAXSF to pass address of cross section block to subroutine FIDOX.
FWBCT
used by subroutine MXSF to pass total length of cross section block to subroutine FIDOX.
'<. CNTRCOM ISYM(^O) used by subroutine CNTRCOM and COOTRFB for plotting.
•), LOCAL NERROR data input error indicator.
FWBRZD
FWBRZD information necessary for restarting from a dump.
TTT used to initialize coarse-mesh group totals.
Kl ECS pointer for current group of cross sections. Serves ae an initial flux dump unit.
Restart dunps are taken alternately upon NDMP1
and this unit during the execution of a problem.
Used only for problems with first collision source.
thres words are the read-length of the record^ the ECS core storage pointer of the record, and the actual data length. Should the actual data length be zero, the resulting record would have the readlength of one and a zero da»a word. The ECS core storage of group dependent data is divided into five sections. Each section results in a total of IGM records of :ae form described above. The order of the records is from group one through group IGM. The five sections of group dependent data are the time dependent scalar flux block, the cross section block, the Q source block, the flux component block and the albedo block.
The order of the records on the dump tape is as follows: In each word of both of these formats, the first integer field, II, designates the options listed below. The second integer field, 12, controls the execution of the option, and the remainder of the field, 19 or E9.k, is for the input data. All data blocks read with these formats must end with a 3 in the II field after the last word of the block. The available options are given in Table VII . h Fill remainder of block with data word in 9 field. TMs operation must be followed by a terminate (3).
5
Repeat data word in 9 field 10 times the value in the 12 field. (fine mesh) to 2.9 x 10"^ (coarse mesh).
The TRANZIT results for the right leakage show an irregular behavior for times just after the uncollided flux wave front leaves the system. We feel that this is an irregularity due to the implicit time differencing. It is also manifest in the point scalar fluxes, but is not observed in the problem run with larger time intervals. With larger intervals, the time difference equations are undoubtedly closer to the step function approximation which gives smoother results.
C. Program Output
Following is a portion of the TRANZIT output listing produced in executing the problem of Sec. B above. Most of the output is self-explanatory. The uncollided flux balance (just below the system picture for time ctep one) contains the entries: 4.1B301E»00 6.60317E<00 7.37945E«00 7,76213E«50 9.09091E«00 9.23077E»00 9.33333E'OO 7 ,4736SE*00 9,5l522E*00 9,60)OOE«00 9.65517E-00 9,6774ZE«00 9,69697E*00 9.71429E*00 •».72973E«00 9.743S9E*00 0. 
